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Calculus and Its Applications Marvin L. Bittinger 2015-01-14 NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the
physical text and MyMathLab, search for: 013379556X / 9780133795561 Calculus And Its Applications Plus
MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0321431308 / 9780321431301
MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker
0321979397 / 9780321979391 Calculus And Its Applications MyMathLab should only be purchased when
required by an instructor. Calculus and Its Applications, Eleventh Edition, remains a best-selling text
because of its accessible presentation that anticipates student needs. The writing style is ideal for today’s
students, providing intuitive explanations that work with the carefully crafted artwork to help them
visualize new calculus concepts. Additionally, the text’s numerous and up-to-date applications from
business, economics, life sciences, and social sciences help motivate students. Algebra diagnostic and
review material is available for those who need to strengthen basic skills. Every aspect of this revision is
designed to motivate and help students to more readily understand and apply the mathematics.
Basic College Maths with Early Integers, Global Edition Marvin L. Bittinger 2015-07-27 The Bittinger
Worktext Series recognizes that math hasn’t changed, but students–and the way they learn math–have. This
latest edition continues the Bittinger tradition of objective-based, guided learning, while also integrating
timely updates to the proven pedagogy. This edition has a greater emphasis on guided learning and helping
students get the most out of all of the resources available, including new mobile learning resources,
whether in a traditional lecture, hybrid, lab-based, or online course. Teaching and Learning Experience This
program will provide a better teaching and learning experience for you and your students. Here’s how:
Guide Students’ Learning: The Bittinger team helps today’s math students stay on task by guiding them to
understand what to do and when. Reinforce Study Skills: The Bittinger program is equipped with tools and
resources to help students develop effective study and learning habits that will help them in their college
careers and beyond. MyMathLab not included. Students, if MyMathLab is a recommended/mandatory
component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyMathLab should
only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information. MyMathLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment product designed to
personalize learning and improve results. With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and assignable
activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course concepts.
Discovering Advanced Algebra Jerald Murdock 2010 Changes in society and the workplace require a
careful analysis of the algebra curriculum that we teach. The curriculum, teaching, and learning of
yesterday do not meet the needs of today's students.
Algebra and Trigonometry Jay P. Abramson 2015-02-13 "The text is suitable for a typical introductory
algebra course, and was developed to be used flexibly. While the breadth of topics may go beyond what an
instructor would cover, the modular approach and the richness of content ensures that the book meets the
needs of a variety of programs."--Page 1.
Essentials of the Living World George B. Johnson 2016-03-01
Prealgebra Elayn Martin-Gay 2010-06-27 Normal 0 false false false MicrosoftInternetExplorer4 This
package consists of the textbook plus an access kit for MyMathLab/MyStatLab. Elayn Martin-Gay firmly
believes that every student can succeed, and her developmental math textbooks and video resources are
motivated by this belief. Prealgebra, Sixth Edition was written to help readers effectively make the
transition from arithmetic to algebra. The new edition offers new resources like the Student Organizer
(available separately) and now includes Student Resources in the back of the book to help students on their
quest for success. MyMathLab provides a wide range of homework, tutorial, and assessment tools that
make it easy to manage your course online.
Beginning & Intermediate Algebra K. Elayn Martin-Gay 2009
Prealgebra Lynn Marecek 2015-09-25 "Prealgebra is designed to meet scope and sequence requirements
for a one-semester prealgebra course. The text introduces the fundamental concepts of algebra while
addressing the needs of students with diverse backgrounds and learning styles. Each topic builds upon
previously developed material to demonstrate the cohesiveness and structure of mathematics. Prealgebra
follows a nontraditional approach in its presentation of content. The beginning, in particular, is presented
as a sequence of small steps so that students gain confidence in their ability to succeed in the course. The
order of topics was carefully planned to emphasize the logical progression throughout the course and to
facilitate a thorough understanding of each concept. As new ideas are presented, they are explicitly related
to previous topics."--BC Campus website.
Intermediate Algebra OpenStax 2017-03-31
College Algebra Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-01 For courses in college algebra. Visualize. Interact. Succeed.
The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students
"see the math" through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain the
features that have helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side
algebraic and graphical solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken
to a new level with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Also available with
MyMathLab MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with
this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what
they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course
material and understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow
for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review
topics are placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and
new Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in
MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video
Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources
available. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this
content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you
would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for: 0134265211 / 9780134265216 *
College Algebra: Graphs and Models Plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package
consists of: 013417903X / 9780134179032 * College Algebra: Graphs and Models 0321431308 /
9780321431301 * MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside
Star Sticker
American Book Publishing Record 1993
Precalculus with Limits Ron Larson 2010-01-01 With the same design and feature sets as the market
leading Precalculus, 8/e, this addition to the Larson Precalculus series provides both students and
instructors with sound, consistently structured explanations of the mathematical concepts. Designed for a
two-term course, this text contains the features that have made Precalculus a complete solution for both
students and instructors: interesting applications, cutting-edge design, and innovative technology combined
with an abundance of carefully written exercises. In addition to a brief algebra review and the core
precalculus topics, PRECALCULUS WITH LIMITS covers analytic geometry in three dimensions and
introduces concepts covered in calculus. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Retail Buying Richard Clodfelter 2015-03-05 An introductory text that balances retail theory, application
and math concepts within the context of buying. New companion website includes basic math tutorials and
more assignments using computerized spreadsheets.
Precalculus Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-01-15 NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional
text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value--this
format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review
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your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to
register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and
Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students "see the math"
through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain the features that have
helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and graphical
solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level with
technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Also available with MyMathLab MyMathLab® is
an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students
and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their
understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on
manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review topics are
placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and new
Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in
MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video
Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources
available. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this
content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.
College Algebra Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-01-28 For courses in college algebra. Visualize. Interact.
Succeed. The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping
students “see the math” through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain
the features that have helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side
algebraic and graphical solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken
to a new level with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Also available with
MyMathLab MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with
this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what
they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course
material and understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow
for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review
topics are placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and
new Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in
MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video
Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources
available. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this
content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you
would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for: 0134265211 / 9780134265216 *
College Algebra: Graphs and Models Plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package
consists of: 013417903X / 9780134179032 * College Algebra: Graphs and Models 0321431308 /
9780321431301 * MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside
Star Sticker
Introductory Algebra Mervin Laverne Keedy 1986-12
Prealgebra & Introductory Algebra Elayn Martin-Gay 2016-03-02 Elayn Martin-Gay's developmental
math program is motivated by her firm belief that every student can succeed. Martin-Gay's focus on the
student shapes her clear, accessible writing, inspires her constant pedagogical innovations, and contributes
to the popularity and effectiveness of her video resources. This revision of Martin-Gay's worktext series
continues her focus on students and what they need to be successful. This is the eBook of the printed book
and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with
the bound book. ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist
for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable.
In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab
& Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code,
the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code.
Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase.
Precalculus: Graphs and Models Plus Mymathlab with Pearson Etext and Video Notebook -Access Card Package Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-06-09 ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The
Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students "see
the math" through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain the features
that have helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and
graphical solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level
with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. MyMathLab® is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results.
Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue
a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. New
Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding
of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review topics are placed throughout the text and
MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and new Cumulative Review Assignments and
Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in MyMathLab to help students connect concepts
and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video Assessment Exercises and a new Video
Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources available. 0134581121 / 9780134581125
Precalculus: Graphs and Models plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText and Video Notebook -- Access Card
Package 6/e Package consists of: 0134179056 / 9780134179056 Precalculus: Graphs and Models, A Right
Triangle Approach /e 0134267222 / 9780134267227 Video Notebook for Algebra and
Trigonometry/Precalculus: Graphs and Models 6/e 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in
Access Card 2/e 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 1/e
Algebra and Trigonometry: Graphs and Models Plus Mymathlab with Pearson Etext -- Access Card Package
Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-01-30 NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select
the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, and
registrations are not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products, you may
also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside
of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed.
Check with the seller before completing your purchase. "For courses in algebra and trigonometry." "This
package includes MyMathLab(r)." Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger,
Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students see the math through its focus on
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visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain the features that have helped students
succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and graphical solutions, and
real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level with technology, and
students find even more ongoing review. Personalize learning with MyMathLab MyMathLab(r) is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and
improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their
understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on
manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review topics are
placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and new
Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in
MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video
Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources
available. 0134270673 / 9780134270678 * Algebra and Trigonometry: Graphs and Models Plus NEW
MyMathLab -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134179048 / 9780134179049 * Algebra and
Trigonometry: Graphs and Models 0321431308 / 9780321431301 * MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card
0321654064 / 9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker"
Algebra and Trigonometry Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-02-17 For courses in algebra and trigonometry.
Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is
known for helping students “see the math” through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts
continue to maintain the features that have helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual
emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and graphical solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition,
visualization is taken to a new level with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Also
available with MyMathLab MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment,
students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps
them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab
help students allow for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28
Just-In-Time review topics are placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they
need it most, and new Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and
assignable in MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course.
Plus, new Video Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course
and resources available. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for:
0134270673 / 9780134270678 * Algebra and Trigonometry: Graphs and Models Plus NEW MyMathLab -Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134179048 / 9780134179049 * Algebra and Trigonometry:
Graphs and Models 0321431308 / 9780321431301 * MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 /
9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker
Algebra and Trigonometry Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-01 For courses in algebra and trigonometry. Visualize.
Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known
for helping students "see the math" through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue
to maintain the features that have helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis,
side-by-side algebraic and graphical solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition,
visualization is taken to a new level with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Also
available with MyMathLab MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment,
students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps
them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab
help students allow for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28
Just-In-Time review topics are placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they
need it most, and new Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and
assignable in MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course.
Plus, new Video Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course
and resources available. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for:
0134270673 / 9780134270678 * Algebra and Trigonometry: Graphs and Models Plus NEW MyMathLab -Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134179048 / 9780134179049 * Algebra and Trigonometry:
Graphs and Models 0321431308 / 9780321431301 * MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 /
9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker
College Algebra: Graphs and Models, Books a la Carte Edition Plus Mymathlab with Pearson
Etext -- Access Card Package Marvin L. Bittinger 2015-12-21 NOTE: This edition features the same
content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also
offer a great value--this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with
your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions
of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. NOTE: Before purchasing, check
with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide.
Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other
than Pearson, the access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be
incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For
courses in college algebra. This package includes MyMathLab®. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The Graphs
and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students "see the
math" through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain the features that
have helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and
graphical solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level
with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Personalize learning with MyMathLab
MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to
engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn,
test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on
manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review topics are
placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and new
Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in
MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video
Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources
available.
Precalculus: Graphs and Models, a Right Triangle Approach Plus Mymathlab with Pearson Etext -- Access
Card Package Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-01-20 NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to
ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for
each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and
purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be
previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For courses in college
algebra. This package includes MyMathLab®. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and Models series
by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students "see the math" through its
focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain the features that have helped
students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and graphical
solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level with
technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Personalize learning with MyMathLab
MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to
engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn,
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test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on
manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review topics are
placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and new
Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in
MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video
Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources
available. 0134379950 / 9780134379951 * Precalculus: Graphs and Models plus MyMathLab with Pearson
eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134179056 / 9780134179056 * Precalculus: Graphs and
Models 0321431308 / 9780321431301 * MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069
* MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker
Precalculus Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-01 For courses in precalculus. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The
Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students "see
the math" through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain the features
that have helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and
graphical solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level
with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Also available with MyMathLab
MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to
engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn,
test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on
manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review topics are
placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and new
Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in
MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video
Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources
available. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this
content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you
would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for: 0134379950 / 9780134379951 *
Precalculus: Graphs and Models plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package
consists of: 0134179056 / 9780134179056 * Precalculus: Graphs and Models 0321431308 / 9780321431301
* MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker
College Algebra: Graphs and Models, Books a la Carte Edition, Plus Mymathlab with Pearson
Etext and Video Notebook -- Access Card Packa Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-03-07
Books in Print 1991
Printed Test Bank [for] Basic Mathematics, 6th Ed., [by] Mervin L. Keedy, Marvin L. Bittinger Donna
DeSpain 1991
Algebra and Trigonometry: Graphs and Models Plus Mymathlab with Pearson Etext and Video Notebook -Access Card Package Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-04-01 NOTE: This edition features the same content as the
traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great
value this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor
or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to
register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your
instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's MyLab
& Mastering products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books,
rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than
Pearson, the access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be
incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. "For
courses in algebra and trigonometry." "This package includes MyMathLab(r)." Visualize. Interact. Succeed.
The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students
see the math through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain the
features that have helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side
algebraic and graphical solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken
to a new level with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Personalize learning with
MyMathLab MyMathLab(r) is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with
this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what
they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course
material and understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow
for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review
topics are placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and
new Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in
MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video
Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources
available. "
College Algebra Judith A. Beecher 2011-01 Beecher, Penna, and Bittinger's College Algebra is known for
enabling students to “see the math” through its focus on visualization and early introduction to functions.
With theFourth Edition, the authors continue to innovate by incorporating more ongoing review to help
students develop their understanding and study effectively. Mid-chapter Review exercise sets have been
added to give students practice in synthesizing the concepts, and new Study Summaries provide built-in
tools to help them prepare for tests. The MyMathLab course (access kit required) has been expanded so
that the online content is even more integrated with the text's approach, with the addition of Vocabulary,
Synthesis, and Mid-chapter Review exercises from the text as well as example-based videos created by the
authors.
Precalculus Ron Larson 2009-04-01 Part of the market-leading Graphing Approach series by Larson,
Hostetler, and Edwards, PRECALCULUS: A GRAPHING APPROACH, 5/e, is an ideal user resource for
courses that require the use of a graphing calculator. The quality and quantity of the exercises, combined
with interesting applications and innovative resources, make teaching easier and help users succeed.
Continuing the series' emphasis on user support, the Fifth Edition introduces Prerequisite Skills Review.
For selected examples throughout the book, the Prerequisite Skills Review directs users to previous
sections in the text to review concepts and skills needed to master the material at hand. In addition,
prerequisite skills review exercises in Eduspace (see below for description) are referenced in every exercise
set. The Larson team achieves accessibility through careful writing and design, including examples with
detailed solutions that begin and end on the same page, which maximizes the readability of the text.
Similarly, side-by-side solutions show algebraic, graphical, and numerical representations of the
mathematics and support a variety of learning styles. This Enhanced Edition includes instant access to
Enhanced WebAssign?, the most widely-used and reliable homework system. Enhanced WebAssign?
presents thousands of problems, links to relevant book sections, video examples, problem-specific tutorials,
and more, that help users grasp the concepts needed to succeed in this course. As an added bonus, the
Start Smart Guide has been bound into this book. This guide contains instructions to help users learn the
basics of WebAssign quickly.
Introductory and Intermediate Algebra, Global Edition Marvin L. Bittinger 2015-04-28 The Bittinger
Worktext Series recognizes that math hasn’t changed, but students–and the way they learn math–have. This
latest edition continues the Bittinger tradition of objective-based, guided learning, while also integrating
timely updates to the proven pedagogy. This edition has a greater emphasis on guided learning and helping
students get the most out of all of the resources available, including new mobile learning resources,
whether in a traditional lecture, hybrid, lab-based, or online course. MyMathLab not included. Students, if
MyMathLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the
correct ISBN and course ID. MyMathLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. MyMathLab is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment product designed to personalize learning and improve results. With a wide range
of interactive, engaging, and assignable activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain
tough course concepts.
Precalculus Robert Blitzer 2013-01-17 ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review
your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
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registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to
register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson;
check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used
book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to
purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller
prior to purchase. -- Bob Blitzer has inspired thousands of students with his engaging approach to
mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in the market. Blitzer draws on his unique background in
mathematics and behavioral science to present the full scope of mathematics with vivid applications in reallife situations. Students stay engaged because Blitzer often uses pop-culture and up-to-date references to
connect math to students' lives, showing that their world is profoundly mathematical. 0321900529 /
9780321900524 Trigonometry Plus NEW MyMathLab plus Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package
consists of 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab/MyStatLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 /
9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321795911 / 9780321795915 Trigonometry
MyMathGuide Marvin L. Bittinger 2018-01-27
Precalculus Judith A. Beecher 2011-11-21 This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Beecher,
Penna, and Bittinger’s Precalculus: A Right Triangle Approach is known for enabling students to “see the
math” through its focus on visualization and early introduction to functions. With the Fourth Edition, the
authors continue to innovate by incorporating more ongoing review to help students develop their
understanding and study effectively. Mid-chapter Review exercise sets have been added to give students
practice in synthesizing the concepts, and new Study Summaries provide built-in tools to help them prepare
for tests. The MyMathLab course (access kit required) has been expanded so that the online content is even
more integrated with the text’s approach, with the addition of Vocabulary, Synthesis, and Mid-chapter
Review exercises from the text as well as example-based videos created by the authors.
The Gale Encyclopedia of Science K. Lee Lerner 2003-11 Contains color-illustrated, cross-referenced,
alphabetically arranged entries that provide information on topics from all major areas of science,
engineering, technology, mathematics, and the medical and health sciences, and includes a comprehensive
index.
College Algebra Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-01-11 NOTE: This edition features the same content as the
traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great
value-this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor
or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to
register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. For courses in college algebra. Visualize.
Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known
for helping students "see the math" through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue
to maintain the features that have helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis,
side-by-side algebraic and graphical solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition,
visualization is taken to a new level with technology, and students find even more ongoing review. Also
available with MyMathLab MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment,
students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps
them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. New Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab
help students allow for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding of difficult concepts. References to 28
Just-In-Time review topics are placed throughout the text and MyMathLab to help students right when they
need it most, and new Cumulative Review Assignments and Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and
assignable in MyMathLab to help students connect concepts and maintain skills throughout the course.
Plus, new Video Assessment Exercises and a new Video Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course
and resources available. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information.
College Algebra: Graphs and Models Plus Mymathlab with Pearson Etext -- Access Card Package Marvin L.
Bittinger 2016-01-03 NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct
ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are
not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products, you may also need a
Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson
If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the
seller before completing your purchase. For courses in college algebra. This package includes
MyMathLab®. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher,
Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students "see the math" through its focus on visualization and
technology. These texts continue to maintain the features that have helped students succeed for years:
focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and graphical solutions, and real-data
applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level with technology, and students find
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even more ongoing review. Personalize learning with MyMathLab MyMathLab® is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results.
Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue
a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. New
Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding
of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review topics are placed throughout the text and
MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and new Cumulative Review Assignments and
Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in MyMathLab to help students connect concepts
and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video Assessment Exercises and a new Video
Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources available. 0134265211 / 9780134265216 *
College Algebra: Graphs and Models Plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package
consists of: 013417903X / 9780134179032 * College Algebra: Graphs and Models 0321431308 /
9780321431301 * MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside
Star Sticker
Precalculus Marvin L. Bittinger 2019-06-21 ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or
review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to
register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and
Models series by Bittinger, Beecher, Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students "see the math"
through its focus on visualization and technology. These texts continue to maintain the features that have
helped students succeed for years: focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and graphical
solutions, and real-data applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level with
technology, and students find even more ongoing review. MyMathLab(R) is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a
personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. New
Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding
of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review topics are placed throughout the text and
MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and new Cumulative Review Assignments and
Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in MyMathLab to help students connect concepts
and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video Assessment Exercises and a new Video
Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources available. 0134581121 / 9780134581125
Precalculus: Graphs and Models plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText and Video Notebook -- Access Card
Package 6/e Package consists of: 0134179056 / 9780134179056 Precalculus: Graphs and Models, A Right
Triangle Approach /e 0134267222 / 9780134267227 Video Notebook for Algebra and
Trigonometry/Precalculus: Graphs and Models 6/e 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in
Access Card 2/e 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 1/e
Precalculus James Stewart 2002 In this best selling Precalculus text, the authors explain concepts simply
and clearly, without glossing over difficult points. This comprehensive, evenly-paced book provides
complete coverage of the function concept and integrates substantial graphing calculator materials that
help students develop insight into mathematical ideas. This author team invests the same attention to detail
and clarity as Jim Stewart does in his market-leading Calculus text.
Algebra and Trigonometry Marvin L. Bittinger 2016-01-14 NOTE: This edition features the same content as
the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a
great value-this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. For courses in algebra and
trigonometry. Visualize. Interact. Succeed. The Graphs and Models series by Bittinger, Beecher,
Ellenbogen, and Penna is known for helping students "see the math" through its focus on visualization and
technology. These texts continue to maintain the features that have helped students succeed for years:
focus on functions, visual emphasis, side-by-side algebraic and graphical solutions, and real-data
applications. With the Sixth Edition, visualization is taken to a new level with technology, and students find
even more ongoing review. Also available with MyMathLab MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a
personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. New
Guided Visualizations in MyMathLab help students allow for hands-on manipulation to gain understanding
of difficult concepts. References to 28 Just-In-Time review topics are placed throughout the text and
MyMathLab to help students right when they need it most, and new Cumulative Review Assignments and
Skill Maintenance Quizzes are pre-made and assignable in MyMathLab to help students connect concepts
and maintain skills throughout the course. Plus, new Video Assessment Exercises and a new Video
Notebook further enhance the MyMathLab course and resources available. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID.
Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.
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